WATERMANS COVE SECTION A-A

The following drawings represents one of the sections that have been developed for Watermans Cove. It is part of a family of nine (9) sections in total.

The complete set of these sections is included in our accompanying drawings.

1. Celtis australis tree avenue
2. Crown Sydney licensed seating area
3. Existing apron structure retained
4. New structure and piles
5. Porphyry paving

The complete set consists of nine (9) sections, with this section being one of them. The following details are included:

- Retained columns
- Columns cut to ocean floor
- Modified columns with new cap

The plan is at a scale of 1:200 and represents the layout and details of the section 'A-A'.
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WATERMANS COVE RAISED PLANTER

1. Corymbia maculata
2. Corymbia gummifera
3. Shrub planting
4. Existing apron
5. Raised precast concrete and timber seat/planter
6. Soil
7. Precast unit paver
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WATERMANS COVE DETAIL SECTION (TYPICAL)

1. Watermans cove tree avenue
2. Existing apron
3. City of Sydney granite paving
4. Harpullia pendula
5. Porphyry paving
6. Precast unit paver
7. Raised precast and concrete and timber seat/planter
8. Barangaroo Avenue tree pit
9. Drainage layer
10. Stratacell Gen 5 (3 layers)
11. Raised planter tree planting
12. Barangaroo Avenue